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The library is closed. Virtual reference assistance is available Monday through Friday, from 9 AM to 5 PM via
lawref@uga.edu or through chat. If you have existing checked out items, loan periods will be extended and fines
suspended. For more information, continue checking our COVID-19 library services page at http://www.law.uga.edu
/library-services-COVID-19.

Law Dawg of the Month: Cooper
By Anne Burnett
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March's Law Dog is Cooper, whose person is 3L Joy Bonner. Cooper is a
chocolate labradoodle puppy with an unlimited supply of energy and cuddles.
All members of the Law School Community (students, faculty and staff) are
invited to submit a photo for possible selection as the Law Dawg. The
featured entry for each issue will be selected at random from all entries
received. Please note that honorary Law Dawgs (i.e. those of the feline,
equine, porcine, avian, reptilian, etc. persuasion) are eligible as well.
Please send your Law Dawg photo(s) to aburnett@uga.edu.

Resource Spotlight: Celebrate Women's History Month & the Suffrage
Centennial
By Geraldine Kalim, David Rutland and Rachel Evans
Did you know the year 2020 marks the 100th anniversary of the passage of the
19th Amendment? That is the amendment guaranteeing and protecting women’s
constitutional right to vote. There are many places to learn more about Women’s
History and the suffrage movement, including online at the National Archives. They have a fantastic gallery of photos,
links to educational resources, and an interactive timeline including digitized documents related to the 19th
Amendment. Although on campus events have been canceled, we can still take this
virtual opportunity to commemorate the historical milestone of democracy and to
discuss its relevance to the issues of equal rights we still face as a nation today.
Another great resource is HeinOnline’s Women and the Law collection, a historical
archive containing more than 3,200 fully searchable titles. You can also search by
categories including: Abortion, Famous Women (Biography), Feminism and Legal
Theory, Legal Rights & Suffrage, Periodicals, Women & Education, Women &
Employment, Women & Society, Women’s Bar Association, Scholarly Articles,
Bibliography of Other Works, External Links, and a related LibGuide.
Smithsonian Folkways has compiled a Women’s Liberation playlist, containing 15
songs that one of your authors listened to while working from home today and loved!
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings is the nonprofit record label of the Smithsonian
Institution. The Smithsonian has more great free, online content at Because of Her
Story, its women’s history initiative.

Cool New Book: What's Your Pronoun
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Our Collection Services Manager David Rutland has the opportunity to see all of
the law library’s great new books before the rest of us! Here, he will occasionally
highlight the best of our new acquisitions. Check out all of our “Cool New Books”
by exploring this tag.
Given our society’s fairly recent attention to nonbinary gender and gender neutrality,
you might think that the author would be mostly focused on transgender issues in
language. While he (the author’s preferred pronoun, by the way) does devote a
chapter to LGBTQ concerns, third person pronoun usage has a long history as a
political and legal tool for males in positions of power to both coerce or limit women’s
participation in politics and society. Far from being some esoteric technicality only of
linguists and newspaper editors, the usage of “generic he” in the law was a major
concern for the suffragists who made their discussions of its use an active part of their
campaign to win women the right to vote. There’s also a long history of people from all
walks of life who suggest or invent a gender neutral pronoun in order to avoid
sentences that either sound odd or are cumbersome repetitions of “he and she” or “his
and her”. What’s Your Pronoun is a highly readable book that will draw your attention to some ideas and legal history
you might have never thought about.

From the Archives: Historic Photographs & Directories
By Rachel Evans, Marie Mize & Leslie Grove
Our library at UGA School of Law was one of the earliest
adopters of the bePress Digital Commons repository
platform. We have uploaded more than 12,000 works
including faculty scholarship, archived institutional events,
digital media, and special collections. One of the
collections we are currently working to expand in our site
are the various photographs series, an extension of our
physical archives. This photograph was colourized with the
AI deep learning app "colourise.sg". The original can be
accessed online in our repository's "Graduating Classes"
series of our archives collection.
The most recent gift of a
class composite lithograph
from 1897 included the
portrait of Hatton LoveJoy,
who our courtroom in Hirsch Hall is named for.
The collections have seen a resurgence of interest. Internal and external research
requests (including a virtual reference request earlier this week) related to past
graduates of the law school, and even new gifts from donors, have allowed us to turn
our attention to the structure and metadata of our special collection series in our
repository and catalog. It has been truly exciting for the two of us to explore many of
the items, and to make them more accessible and discoverable to the public, while
fulfilling the requests of our library users.
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Working with the I.T. Department we are also taking this opportunity to harvest the law school's digital-born
photographs in advance of a website upgrade where thousands of jpg's have been stored in various html-based image
galleries. The ultimate structure (including title and contents of the galleries) is still very much a work in progress - but it
has been really fascinating to work on. Many of the galleries being added to the repository Photographs Collection will
enhance existing scholarship and event records from the school's conferences, symposia, named lecture series, and
other series in the archives (like the school's historic student directories).
The inter-connectivity of the collections have been tons of fun to explore, tracing the dots between the various works in
the site to other related series in both the repository and our physical archives. Unique illustrations and even poetry
have been among the unique discoveries as we digitize items, share them with the world, and fulfill research requests.
Enjoy these highlights from the Law Class sections of UGA's Pandora Yearbooks:

Left: from the 1894 Law Class Roll

Top Right: from the 1896 History of the Law Class

Bottom Right: from the 1899 History of the Law Class
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